THE ALPHA ADVANTAGE

To develop a line of bottle security:
- that complements the product
- opens with a single key
- helps you show, secure and sell!
- first 3 Alarm on the market

The New Alarming Wrap Tag
has a 95 dBA alarm & won't damage delicate foil-wrapped wines and spirits.

“We sell bottles whose labels were designed by Picasso and Chagall, so you can imagine how important aesthetics are to us.”
– Hedonism Wines

Their Result?
Zero thefts after using Steel Grip for 7 months!

Best-In-Class Throughput at the POS:
°FASTEST Application Time:
- Versa Guard: 2.5 seconds
- Competition: 3.3 seconds

°FASTEST Removal Time:
- Versa Guard: 3.1 seconds
- Competition: 4.3 seconds

CHEERS!
Celebrate your ROI in less than 12 months!

Benefit Denial
SHRINK TAMPERING
Studies have shown positive reduction in shrink and tampering, with or without EAS in place.

VERSU GUARD 1&3 AI™
CRYSTAL GUARD®
STEEL GRIP™
S3 BOTTLE CAP™
ALARMIN WRAP TAG™

BOTTLE CAPS

Protects more than 90% of bottles on the market

IMPROVING YOUR BOTTOM LINE
ONE INNOVATION AT A TIME.